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Abstract

The WLEX experiment, located in the Gran Sasso underground laboratory,

completed its first ❑easurements of the production rate of Ge-71 from

Ge-71 due to solar neutrinos. The GALMX detector is uniquely sensitive

to the low energy neutrinos produced by proton-proton fusion in the center

of the sun. From these first measurements, vhich cover a period of exposure

of 295 days, a rate of 83 +/- 19 (stat. ) +/- 8 (syst. ) (1 sigma) SNU

[1 x 10” (-36) captures / target atom - second] is reported. This initial

result is two standard deviations belov the solar model
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1. Introduction 

A significant change in the experimental state of solar neutrino 

detection nov arises vith the online status of the tvo nevest detectors based 

On gallium -- GALLBX [l] (Gallium Experiment at the Gran Sasso) and SAGE [2] 

(Soviet - American Gallium Experiment). In these detectors, the isotope Ga-71 

these results. Since then, these 14 runs and one additional run, which extends 

the exposure coverage to 29 April 1992, have completed counting; they yield an 

updated result for GALLEX I vhich is in clear agreement vith the first report. 

A new series of exposures (GALLEX II) has now begun in a further improved 

experimental configuration. 

2. The GALLBX Detector 

is converted to radioactive Ge-71 folloving the capture of a neutrino. 

Subsequently, the atoms of Ge-71 thus produced are removed quantitatively 

from the target solution and counted in a lov-level gas-proportional counting 

detector. The small mass difference of 233 keV betveen the ground states 

of the Ga-71 -- Ge-71 isobaric pair makes this neutrino capture reaction the 

first to be sensitive to the lov energy proton-proton (pp) fusion neutrinos 

resulting from the main energy-producing reactions inside the sun (Epp < 0.42 

HeV). The other tvo operating detectors vhich continue to report a neutrino 

deficit, Kamiokande in Japan and the historic Davis Chlorine Detector in the 

United States, are sensitive to the less prominent higher energy neutrinos 

resulting mainly from the stellar synthesis of B-8 or Be-7; thus the gallium 

experiments offer the first crucial data to resolve the “solar neutrino 

I problem.’ 

GALLBX achieved the first observation of solar neutrinos attributable 

to the presence of the proton-proton chain folloving a period of observation of 

295 days in 14 separate solar run exposures vhich ran from 14 Hay 1991 to 

31 Harch 1992. These initial GALLBX results vere reported in June by Kirsten [3] 

at the Neutrino ‘92 tleeting in Granada, Spain. This announcement was 

I immediately folloved by the publication of two articles: the first [4] describes 

the experimental results and the second [5] summarizes the implications of 

GALLEX is an international collaboration involving groups from Germany, 

Italy, France, Israel and the United States. The experiment is located 

underground in Ball A of the Laboratori Nazionali de1 Gran Sasso (LNGS), 

Assergi, Italy which is operated by the Italian National Institute for Nuclear 

Physics (INPN). 

The target material of the detector consists of 30.3 tons of gallium 

in the form of a gallium chloride - hydrochloric acid solution vhich, in total, 

veighs 101 tons. Cross sections for neutrino captures, are, of course, very 

small so the unit of choice is 1 SNU - 1 x lO’(-36) captures/ target atom - sec. 

At a Standard Solar bode1 predicted capture rate of 132 SNU 161, slightly more 

than 1 atom of Ge-71 is produced per day. The length of exposure is typically 

three to four veeks,and during this time some of the Ge-71 atoms decay 

(11.43 day half-life). To count such a small number of atoms requires their 

quantitative removal and subsequent introduction into an ultra low-l’evel 

counting system. Thus, the experiment must be placed underground in order to 

reduce the unwanted cosmogenic production of Ge-71 from other than neutrino 

sources and, fuithermore, to limit the counter backgrounds. 

Basically, ‘the trick to the detector’s success in picking out individual 

Ge-71 atoms hinges on its chemical design. When Ge is produced in the gallium 

, 
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chloride solution (which is high in chloride ion ~on~entration) i t forms the

volatile gas GeC14. This gas is purged from the solution by a nitrogen stream

vhich carries the GeC14 to a series of desorber columns. Here the GeC14

molecules undergo a reverse reaction; they preferentially dissolve in a

counter-flowing vater stream (vhich is 10V in chloride ion concentration).

In the GaC13 solution, the Ge exists in the IV oxidation state, as in

Ge(IV)C14 so the removal process involves just a physical resorption, and no

additional chemical oxidation step is needed.

Folloving resorption, the vater solution is acidified vith gaseous EC1

to re-generate the GeC14 vapors vhich nov leave the solution in the desorber

columns. These are then transported and concentrated by dissolution into a

smeller volume of vater (about one liter) . This liter of water is put in a closed

funnel containing 500 ml CC14, acidified vi th about two liters of concentrated

EC1 (to re-form GeC14) and shook vigorously. The GeC14 is thus extracted into

the CC14 phase (Ge and C are similar in the sense that they are members of the

same family in the periodic table, thus GeC14 vill dissolve in CC14) end

finally back-extracted from CC14 into 50 ml of tritium-free vater. From here

on, the procedures use specially developed low-level chemistry and counting

techniques. The germanium is chemically reacted vi th sodium borohydride to

produce the counting gas, germane (GeH4). This gas is purified using gas

chromatography. Typically one milligram of non-radioactive germanium, carrier

vith varying ratios of Ge-72, 74 or 76 is added at

so the final gas volume is typically 0.3 ml at STP

tank to counter yield at the ninety percent level.

I
GALLKXII due to chmges in the tank configuration.

the start of the exposure,

and represents an overall

(This increases notably in

) Old xenon ia added to

P obtain a counting gas ❑ixtur’e of 30% germane - 70% xenon, vith a final gas

volume of 1.0 ml. In summary, by exploiting a sequence of chemical equilibria

and reactions, the few atoms of Ge-71 in the 101 ton target are transferred

into a very small detector for counting.

The counting system, vhich lies at the heart of this type of experiment,

is itself designed of lov-level nterials and developed vi th special precautions

to shield out background producing effects. The counting techniques exploit

energy and pulse-shape analysis to achieve counter backgrounds in the vindovs

of interest at the level of a fev counts in a hundred days. The average total

2 ~ counting efficiency is 65.8 percent. Sose of the counters can be placed

in a NaI veil-detector end used in an anti-coincidence ❑ode to assist

in background rejection. The samples are counted for typically 180 days or more

to determine the counter backgrounds, end veil-studied calibrations of rise

time and energy are periodically taken.

3. Data Treatient and Resdts

The collected data consist of a time sequence of events vhich are

recorded vith energy and pulse-shape information. A number of cuts are made on

the data in order to eliminate the obvious background events. These are:

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

1,

elimination of events in coincidence vith a NaI veto and thus

not attributed to Ge-71 decays;
t

elimination of events for four hours following the ~tart of touting

(in early runs) to correct for radon daughters on the outside of

the countet during handling;

elimination of events 15 minutes prior to an unvetoed overflow

event or three hours after such an overfla to eliminate effects of

any ,radon inside the counter (overflov events can signal alpha
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Pig. 1. The GALLSX solar neutrino signal for individual exposures. The results

from the first 14 solar neutrino runs are depicted along vith their one sigma

error bars. The Ge-71 production rate in the tmnk during a given ●xposure is

indicated on the left and the result in Solar Neutrino Units (SNU) on the right.

The ri~ht side includes a 6.85 SNU subtraction corresponding to the knovn

contributions vhich are not due to solar neutrinos,

on solar theories to accmdate a persistent deficit as veil as deficits in

other solar neutrino experiments.

Solar neutrino oscillations have been suggested for some time to account

for the deficit of neutrinos observed by the first Chlorine detector [18,19].

Vi th the theoretical discovery of matter ●nhanced neutrino oscillations (MSV

effect; Hikheyev-Smirnov-Volf amstein) [20, 21] the hypothesis of neutrino

oscillations becomes more popular since i t readily accounts for large variations

of neutrino fluxes vith an economical choice of enticing msaumptions.

In the HSV ■echanism, the neutrinos emitted via tha vemk interactions

are assumed to have masses and these mmmaes differ ~ngst the d~fferen t

neutrino flavors. They are, hovever, not in ● ass eigenstates. The mass

differences, denoted by A ❑2 (the difference in squared mmssea ) and values of

sin229 ( theta is the mixing angle) conveniently parmmeterize the HSV

predictions for solar neutrino fluxes. In the absence of matter, neutrino

vacuum oscillations vould still occur; in vhich case, one scenario [22] still

remains plausible to account for the observed neutrino deficits: the case of

A mz. 10-(-10) eV2 vith sin220 near unity. [In this solution the oscillation

wavelength (1. 65 astronomical units) is of the order of the su -- eati

distance. ] For the case of the MSV effect, hovever, the weak Interaction betveen

the neutrinos and the solar matter tend to balance

consequently tvo ●ffects are nov very importmmt in

the oscillation so that a parameter-space rich in

the mass differences,

affect ing the ❑mgni tudez of

physical interpretation then

rezults. Since flavor changing probabilities are dependent on the neutrino

●nergy, the different solar neutrino ●xperiments (each of which is sensitive to

differing solar neutrino energies) see varying suppressions of the intensities

of dttmd neutrinos across the energy spectrum. The net result is that one can



decays in the Rn-222 decay chain; also, events up to three hours prior

to a double pulse in a slow transient digitizer which could be

attributed to a Bi-Po decay pair in the w-222 daughter chain

are also eliminated where applicable).

The counting period dead times thus introduced are then appropriately taken into

account and the cut efficiencies are determined by SUi table calibrations.

Eaving removed these background events, a number of very distinctive

indicators of the Ge-71 signal are clearly obtained. These include:

(i) groupings of events in the two separate energy -- pulse-shape windows (K

peak vindov and L peak vindov in the Ga-71 decay), (ii) a characteristic energy

spectrum along vith a diminishing of the peeks in this ener~ spectrum in time

periods vhich are multiples of” the mean life; and, (iii) a

versus time clearly indicating a decaying component vi th a

vith that of Ge-71.

plot of events

half-life consistent

The quantitative result is obtained by use of a maximum likelihood

method vhich is based on the time of appearance of events in the ener~ --

pulse-shape vindovs. For the combined runs, the analysis gives a ❑ ean production

rate of (90 +/- 19) x 10-(-36) Ge-71 atoms per target atom per second prior

to corrections for side reactions. The analysis uses a maximum likelihood fit

to one overall single production rate together vith individual K and L windov

backgrounds for each counter. The maximum likelihood result is checked by

comparison of the fitted parameters to plots of the actual data. Amongst

numerous other checks not summarized

life gives 13.5 + 5.2 / -3.5 days; a

16.49 day Ge-71 ❑ ean life.

here, a maximum

number vhi ch is

likelihood fit to the mean

within statistics of the

Following the subtraction of the knovn background contributions

and the inclusion of s background Ge-68 (288 day) correction, the final result

is 83 +/- 19 (stat. ) +/- 8 (syst. ) SNU. This number is to be compared to a

benchmark Standard Solar Model prediction of 132 +/- 7 SNU (model dependent).

In view of the expected contribution of 71 SNU from pp neutrinos and 132 SNU

from all solar neutrino branches, this measured result constitutes the first

observation of the neutrinos resulting from the main energy-producing reactions

inside the sun.

The counting of all results in GALMX I vas completed at the start of

November 1992, and the final results vill be preaentad in the imediate future.

They indicate continued agreement vith the first analyses. A plot of the results

from the first 14 individual runs as of 31 March 1992 is indicated in Fig. 1.

Tests of the GALLSXresult are on-goi~. Also, progress cent inues on the

preparation of a neutrino source in the mega-Curie range to test operation of

the detector. This source is based on the use of neutron-irradiated chromium

enriched to 40% in Cr-50.

4. 2mplicationa for Neutrino Phyaica

The GALLEXresult, to be refined over the next fev years, is of

important interest to neutrino physics. A number of ●xplanat ions ‘theoretically

advanced to account for the solar neutrino deficits include neuttino decay

$?,8,9], a time variatio~ of the neutrino flux [10-14] (possibly including

Mgnetic MOMent interactions) or neutrino masses and oscillations [15] . The

last case certainly receives much current attention, Although the measured

rate of 0.63 of the predicted solar neutrino value by GALLSXis still vithin

~out two sigma of, the solar model results [16,17 ], severe constraints may reatit
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delineate regions of the Am2 versus sin220 parameter space which are
L{

compatible with the results of the solar neutrino experiments and thus constrain

the neutrino properties.

Using the first results from GALLSX, the Chlorine experiment and the

hmiokende experiment, the relevant MSV regions are depicted in Fig. 2 as taken

from [5]. To construct this fi~re, the three experiments are fitted using a

chi-squared uthod to the three results predicted by the tvo neutrino version

of the NSV theory (for each of the three experiments) in the Am2 -- ain226

pereaeter apace! Tvo regions result at the 90% confidence level aa indicated in

the figure. They predict “seelln or ‘large” mixing angles vi th neutrino masaes

in the range veil belov the ●V levels characteristic of limits on neutrino

messes aet by expariman ts using lov-energy nuclear t rensi t ions. The tvo small

regions vhich are obtained are:

(i) smeller angle region; Am2 = 6X10 -(-6) ●V2 end sin22e = 0.007

2 = 6x10-(-6) ●V2 and sin226 _ 0.6(ii ) larger angle region: Am

The MLL2X result also excludes certain regions of the HSV parameter space as

indicated by the solid line ( this exclusion is essentially independent of solar

model). The Wiokende @elaboration [23] excludes the region indicated by the

dotted line because they do not see a time variation of the flux due to the

eerti’ a rotation (day-night ●f feet).

‘ Vhen the MSV arguments are extended to three neutrino flavora more

complicated scenarios can result. In a recent argument, Volfenstein [ 24]

proposes the possibility for a scheme based on three neutrino oscillations

vhere the neutrino masses scale proportionally to the quark masses. Eere a tau

neutrino of mass 10-(-2) eV end admixture of sin220er = 3X10 -(-4)

10-~

10-6

10-8

I ‘‘“’’”‘“’’’’”‘“’’’’”‘“’”l
M%CL
●ccepce

w %C.L
20% C.L duston
●cceptsmce

r

, I 1

10-4 10-3 10-2

sin2 28

10-1 1

Fig. 2. The HSV parameter space. As descr~d in the text, the ~L~ result

constrains the HSV parameters for a tvo neutrino ❑odel to the regions indicated

in black. The largest region vhich is outlined in bold print is ●xcluded by

GALL2X. The smaller region vhich is outlined using dotted print is ●xcluded

by the Xemiokende ●xperiment.
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suppresses the higher B-8 flux to account for the Kamiokande result and part of

the Chlorine reduction (about 3-4 SNU). The remaining reduction of about 1-2 SNU

in the Chlorine detector (due mostly to suppression of the lwer aner~

Be-7 neutrinos) is due to oscillations to the muon neutrino which then has a

❑ ass in the range of (0.7 - 1.4) x 10-(-4) eV and sin22ee~ = 0.2. This

scheme then leads to a gallium prediction of 30 to 70 SNU vi th the reduction

mainly due to conversion of lover energy electron solar neutrinos to muon

neutrinos. The GALLEXresult at the lover end does not by itself rule out this

scenario.

Finally, i t ia worth noting that the large mixing zmgle GAWX solution

assuming the tvo-neutrino HSWmodel is in a region vhere a chlorine target

could have a large day-night effect vhereas such an effect vould be most

likely undetectable if the small angle GALMX solution applies.

5. Conclusion

The GALLEXdetector sees a clear and positive si~al. In the upcoming

years, exposures will continue, in order to refine the GALLSX number and reduce

the errors. Numerous tests of tbe detector are planned including an exposure to

a man-made source

Ackmovledgemen t

of neutrinos from the decay of Cr-51 at the mega-Curie level.
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